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FOR TEACHERS



For Discussion:
Most of the people who came to Maryland in
the 17th century came as indentured
servants.  An indenture was an agreement
between a person who was willing to work for
another for a certain amount of time in
exchange for passage to America, a place to
live, and food and clothing during the length
of the indenture.  In Maryland, a person
served as an indentured servant on average
about four to five years.  
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Most indentured servants were men who
were often poor and saw little chance to
make their lives better if they stayed in
England.  Their lives as
servants were often hard, especially if their
masters did not treat them fairly.  At the end
of his/her term, a servant was to receive a
new suit of clothing, one axe, two hoes, three
barrels of corn, and the rights to fifty acres of
land.

The newly-freed servant was responsible for
paying for the land to be surveyed and
registered with the court.



Most indentured servants who came to Maryland had no special skills.  As Cecil
Calvert, the second Lord Baltimore, planned for the colony, he hoped to attract
servants with specific skills but he decided that any young man who was willing
to work hard even if he had no special skill would be welcome.  His
recommendations included a carpenter as being “of all others the most
necessary” and the following:

mill-wright       
boate-wright      
potter    
ship-wright    
wheele-wright                    
mason  
brick-maker     
bricklayer   
woodworker  
joyner [joiner]   
fisherman
turner   
sawyer
gardener     
smith
cutler   
miller     
leatherdresser
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Activity:      
Have students research and identify each of the skilled labor positions
suggested by Lord Baltimore.  

How many of these skills are still done today?  

How many of these trades have been replaced by machines and/or other
forms of technology?  

Why do you think Lord Baltimore listed these particular skills?  Why did he
feel a carpenter was “most necessary”?

Extension:  
Have students assume the roles of skilled laborers based on Lord
Baltimore’s list. 

Have other students assume the roles of gentlemen looking to secure the
services of skilled indentured servants.  

Negotiate the terms of the indenture based on how well the servant can
argue his/her need in the new colony.
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